CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO LOOK?

“The Versadrill is ideal for
farmers who want to
match their drilling to
the season.”

MODEL

VERSADRILL 3

VERSADRILL 4

VERSADRILL 6

VERSADRILL 8

Working width (m)

3.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

Transport width (m)

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

Seed capacity (Litres)

2000

2700

3100

3100

No. of loosening legs

4

6

8

12

Loosening leg spacing (mm)

750

664

750

664

No. of Rows

16

24

32

48

187.5

166

187.5

166

Min hp (legs up)

100

135

185

245

Min hp (legs working)

140

180

270

360

Row spacing (mm)

PLOUGH BASED

MIN-TILL

DIRECT DRILL
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True Versadrility
Direct, min-till or plough-based drilling

FEATURES
For many years the words
‘direct drilling’ in the UK

THE VERSADRILL FROM SUMO IS A NEW
PRODUCT WITH A THREE-DECADE HERITAGE.

THE VERSADRILL FROM SUMO CAN BE
USED IN A MULTITUDE OF SITUATIONS:

king, burning was allowed

and drill into stubble, zone-seeding rape either side of the

•
•
•
•
•
•

subsoil legs or drill traditionally following a plough and press.

The Versadrill is ideal for farmers who want to match

and a disc drill was the

In addition, simple adjustments, RDS electrics and

The Sumo Versadrill has been designed and engineered with

have conjured up bad

the end user in mind. The chassis is built to a very high

memories of the seventies

specification to ensure the drill will not let you down even
when drilling huge acreages coupled with today’s high

when Gramoxone was

horsepower tractors. The Versadrill has the ability to subsoil

proven components give a very reliable package and

weapon of choice.

make it the most versatile drill available in Europe.

Now, as a result of
financial and environmental

Up front there are soil-loosening legs capable of a depth of 300mm.
These relieve compaction and aerate in a V shape. This V shape then
uniquely has two rows of seed. accurately placed via disc coulters at
each side giving the next crop the best chance possible both to
germinate then grow to maturity with free roots.

Direct drill into stubble.
Direct drill into raked stubble.
Direct drill into lightly disced stubble.
Drill into heavy disced stubble.

Our research and development has shown no need to deep loosen
for every seed row, therefore saving fuel.

Drill into heavily cultivated stubble.
Drill into ploughed and pressed land.

their drilling to the season. For example, direct drilling
in early season, possibly moving to a more
conventional role, ploughing and sowing after
potatoes or sugar beet in late autumn.

These loosening tines enable the Versadrill to sow crops into a wide
variation of seedbeds, lifting packed tramlines when direct drilling
or loosening wheelings when sowing ploughed land.
There is no better time to loosen compacted soil than just before
the coulters where no heavy wheels have run.
Directly after the loosening legs is a full width hydraulically adjustable
leveling paddle, designed to be used on loose ploughing or an
uneven seedbed to present a firm level finish to the Versatec coulters.
Following the leveling paddles are the coulter units, made of four main
sections:
1 Front semi-pneumatic wheels firm and level the surface prior
to seed placement.

necessity, direct drilling

2 Hardened 460mm discs running at five degrees cut through the
surface and trash, opening a groove.

has a real chance in the
UK, with much-improved

3 Tungsten coulters place the seed in the shadow of the disc with
two positions for more or less soil disturbance depending on
conditions.

chemicals and machinery.

4 Staggered rear press wheels for optimum contour following and
trash/clod clearance, enclosed to improve wet weather performance.
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DEEP LOOSENED
OILSEED RAPE DRILLING

SEED METERING
The Sumo designed and built metering system
features a quick-change cartridge enabling
specific crop dedicated rotors to be fitted. Seed
flow is electrically driven and controlled by a
radar sensed RDS Artemis system. Metered seed
is then dropped into a venturi with air supplied
by a hydraulically driven fan then distributed to
the coulters.

A unique feature of the Versadrill is the ability
to sow rape in wide spaced rows. This is achieved
by flipping the lid on the metering head, only
allowing seed to the coulters adjacent to the
deep loosening legs. This development places
the seed very accurately next to a loosened
trench allowing the rape plants to root freely.

The Versadrill is the only drill
on the market where the
coulters are individually
depth adjustable, allowing
the unused coulters to be
lifted clear of the ground
when drilling OSR and maize
in wide spaced rows, resulting
in reduced fuel usage, soil
disturbance and volunteers.

•

Less then 3mtr transport width.

VERSADRILL CONTROL BOX
The custom-built British RDS Artemis controller has all
the features expected of today’s top-line seed drills.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Radar ground speed.

•

Quality floatation tyres and

Multi-width tramline settings.
One-touch calibration.

brakes as standard allow field
to field at up to 50kph.

Area meter.
Fan speed monitoring.
On-the-go variable seed rate which can be
connected to a GPS system for automatic use.

•

Standard shearpin
or optional
hydro-pneumatic
auto-reset
loosening tines.
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•

Full width hydraulically adjustable
leveling paddle for use on loose
ploughing, or uneaven seed bed to
present a firm level finish to the coulters.
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•

Up to 300Kg pressure per coulter gives precise depth control even in the hardest of conditions.

•

Heavy-duty bout markers.

www.sumo1.com

•

Heavy-duty pre-emergence markers.
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SEED AND CROP

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO DIRECT DRILL?

Sumo Versadrill allows you to drill everything from beans

With the imminent end to the SFP, proposed carbon tax and produce being traded on the world market can you
afford to plant crops conventionally i.e. many passes? Timeliness is also a major factor with autumn drilling when

and maize down to rape and grass accurately and economically.

combined with unpredictable weather and a diminishing workforce. The table below shows fuel comparisons of
four establishment methods on heavy land.

OILSEED RAPE

CEREALS

Planted either side of the loosening legs, giving a wide gap

Cereal crops are usually planted at 166mm row

between rows, this is proven to make plants bush out,

centres, at very constant depths with the benefit of

requiring less seed. This system is a progression from

being well firmed by the cast press wheels, ensuring

subsoiler seeding, giving loosened soil for tap roots to

the much needed seed to soil contact.

FUEL COMPARISONS (HEAVY LAND)

easily penetrate, then placing and firming the seed.

60

Alternatively planted in a conventional manner in rows

50
LITRES / HECTARE

with 166mm spacing.
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PLOUGH BASED

TRIO DEEP TILL

MIN-TILL

DIRECT DRILL

ESTABLISHED SYSTEMS

MAIZE

BEANS

Maize can also be planted in wide spaced rows, giving the

Beans can be drilled 75-100mm deep, either wide spaced

plant a chance to grow sideways. More importantly it forces

or at 166mm, then the cast press wheels firm the soil very

the plan to grow taller and therefore produce more forage

well, protecting the seeds from birds.

per hectare or, as with OSR, maize can be drilled at
conventional spacing.

ADVANTAGE OF DIRECT SEEDING

• Lower fuel consumption.
• Less soil compaction.
• Conserve soil moisture.
• Improve timeliness.
• Reduced soil erosion.
• Reduce carbon release.
• Lower labour requirement.
• Lower machinery investment.
Linkage mounted drawbar gives increased traction and excellent steering lock.
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